
Repco Navigator – Smart Quote Integration 
 
Overview: Microbase in conjunction with Repco Auto Parts have developed a seamless 
interface that allows Repco customers to order parts on-line via their local purchasing module. 
Parts identified by Repco part numbers within the Automation stock listing can be selected, 
placed on a purchase order and transferred directly into the Repco ordering system. The 
interface constitutes “push and pull” architecture allowing the amalgamation of parts sourced 
from within Automation or from Navigator to be appended to the final Automation purchase 
order. 
In addition parts can be sourced directly from the job card via the Navigator interface, any 
selections where there is no stock on hand within the Automation parts listing will result in the 
purchasing module creating an order for transfer to Navigator. 
To complete the Repco functionality Automation Premium interfaces with Smart Quote 
facilitating the download of servicing information either onto a job card or estimate. The 
manufacturer’s checks for the service type is also imported into Automation. 
 
 
Navigator Interface Settings: To initialise the interface you must be a Repco customer with a 
valid account that allows you access to Navigator and Smart Quote. Currently you will use a 
site code, username and password to activate the Repco modules, these need to be entered 
into on-line setting within Automation, when recorded  you will have a seamless entry to 
Navigator / Smart Quote i.e.: no need to log on as Automation will perform this task.  
 
Navigator Setup:  From Automation Client select File / Settings, point and click on the on-line 
tab 
 

 
  
Selecting On-Line within Automation Client 

 

 
Entering The Repco Log On Information 

 
 
 
 
 
In the center of the form you will see your 
Repco parameters, select the button to the 
right of the Repco supplier field, from your 
supplier listing identify your Repco account 
from the list, highlight and save with OK. The 
record will display. Next move down the form 
and enter the site code, username and 
password. Save your choices with OK (F12). 
If you are using the Repco invoice retrieval 
system there is no need to search your 
supplier listing for the Repco account as this 
will already be entered in the supplier field. 

 
The Job Card, Integration: Create the job card in the normal way, to add parts from navigator 
directly to the job card select the Navigator option from the bottom of the form you will launch 
into Navigator. If the vehicle details in Automation correspond with the Repco listing you will be 
taken to categories for the make, model, series and engine type recorded on the job card. If the 



vehicle details are not recognised by Navigator then you will need to “drill down” in the normal 
way to the specifications required. Use Navigator to select the categories and parts required, 
populate your order pad, check the items are correct then select the return parts option at the 
bottom of the Navigator order pad. 
 

 
 
Populating The Order Pad in Navigator 

 
Selecting return order initialises the import of parts to the job card, when the process is 
complete you may be requested by some browsers to close the web page, if you see this 
message select yes. 
 

 
 

Parts Imported From Navigator.  
 
Parts that are not in the local parts file will be added to the list, any parts that are not available 
from local stock are highlighted in red. If you wish you can create an order for these items 
directly from the job card by selecting the order option from the bottom of the form. 
 

 
 
Creating An Order From The job Card 

 
When selecting order you will be prompted to select whether the order is to made via Repco, to 
use Navigator select yes, this action will open a purchase order displaying the parts not 
available on the job card 
 

 
 
Viewing The Parts On A PO 
 



If some of the parts to be order are buy-ins, select the line item point and double click, from the 
part form change the inventory item to a buy-in by selecting the 3 green circles to the right of 
the type field, close the part form then select the job and service allocation from your PO. To 
send the order to Repco select the Navigator option at the bottom of form. Again if you are 
prompted with an option to close a web page select yes. Once the order has been sent to 
Repco this is indicated on the PO therefore avoiding order duplications. 
 
Purchasing, Integration:  To purchase parts via navigator go to purchasing in Automation, 
select the purchase order option, select your parts to order from your stock list, be aware only 
parts with Repco numbers will be accepted by Navigator. To process the order select your 
Navigator option, this action will launch Navigator into the parts ordering screen. If you wish to 
make further selections from Navigator direct do this in the normal way on selecting send order 
the PO in Automation is automatically updated with your Navigator selections. 
 
Parts selected in Automation 
 

 
 
One addition made in Navigator 

 
 
On completing the order 3 items populate the Automation purchase order 
 

 
 
Navigator, Parts Categories: Unfortunately Navigator does not export any category 
information so additions to the parts list will need to be categorised (default for Repco 
locations). 
 
 
 
 



Smart Quote Integration: The integration also allows for importation of servicing information 
from Smart Quote. The information can be included on a job card or estimate, to enter the 
Repco system displaying the correct vehicle details it is essential that you complete as much 
information as possible on the vehicle form – For Repco locations most of this is available from 
the make and model listing which includes make / model / engine type. 
 
Job Card, Importing Service Parts & Text: Open the job card in the normal way, you can 
initiate the data transfer to a blank or populated job card. Only exception is the labour service 
(LAB). Smart Quote brings service times onto the job card as labour, if you already have a 
labour service on the form it will be overwritten by the imported data. If you wish to use LAB on 
the same job card or estimate we suggest you place a service on the job card such as 100,000 
klm. Service then move the Smart Quote parts to that service, retain labour on the form and 
add parts as you would normally. 
 
Service parts, labour and text in Smart Quote 
 

 
 
On selecting the return quote option parts service and text populate Automation Premium 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
Text Editing, Smart Quote Import: Text imported from Smart Quote often 
contains checklists, for Automation to import these lists in columns our text 
field has to be reset to courier. When using Smart Quote checklist you will 
need to retain this font for any additional text in the work done field. To 
change the text box font type select the fixed width option located to the 
right of the field.  
 
Note: Once selected all text in that field will be fixed width. 
 



Parts Ordering: If you wish to order parts directly from the job card via navigator select the 
order option from the bottom of screen, parts listed in red will be inserted onto the purchase 
order for transfer via the Navigator utility. 

Service Text: If you do not wish to import service text to the job card there is a global setting in 
File / Settings / On-Line that disables this feature. If you wish to delete text from a job card 
simply highlight using your mouse and press the delete key on your keyboard. 

Estimates, Smart Quote: To populate an estimate using Smart Quote follow the same process 
as described for a job card. The parts order will not be visible in purchasing until the estimate is 
converted into a job. To upload an order follow the instructions in this section. 

Repco Locations, Invoice Retrieval: Microbase passes the order number onto Repco via 
Navigator, if this order number is received with the on-line invoice it will convert the original 
order into a bill. We do suggest whether you use invoice retrieval or not you regularly check 
your purchase orders to ensure there is not a “back log” of orders that have already been 
delivered. 

Converting Orders To Bills: When parts are delivered it is possible to convert the original 
purchase order to a bill by simply opening the purchase order, selecting the radio button titled 
bill and entering the supplier invoice number. For further information on this process refer to the 
purchasing notes in your operations manual. 

Purchase Buy-Ins using Repco Navigator

01. Open Job/Invoice
02. Click on Navigator Button
03. Navigator Opens
04. Choose your category
05. Choose your parts and adjust quantity’s
06. Click on the Return Parts button
07. Navigator window closes
08. Parts chosen are processed and placed on to the Job/Invoice
09. Those parts needed are highlighted in bold Red
10. Click on the Order button
11. Confirm parts and quantity’s to be ordered
12. Click on Navigator button
13. Navigator opens at the order window
14. Click on the Submit button to order parts
15. Navigator closes and returns you to Automation.

Purchase Inventory using Repco Navigator

01. Click on the Purchasing button at top of screen
02. Click on Orders button
03. Click on the New button and choose Repco Auto Parts
04. Click OK
05. Click Add Inventory
06. Search and choose inventory items
07. Click OK
08. Adjust quantity’s required
09. Click on Navigator button
10. Navigator opens at the order window
11. Click on the Submit button to order parts
12. Navigator closes and returns you to Automation.




